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King County Accountable Community of Health
Interim Leadership Council Meeting
January 23, 2017, 1:00 pm – 4:00 pm

American Red Cross, 1900 25th Ave South, Seattle 98144
MEETING GOALS

The primary objectives of today’s meeting are to (1) learn about recent developments of the Medicaid
Transformation Project (MTP) demonstration and King County ACH governance; (2) broaden ACH understanding
of two MTP project areas on opiate addiction and care coordination; and (3) discuss recommendations of the
Physical-Behavioral Health Integration Design Committee.

AGENDA
1:00 p.m.

1. Welcome




Gena Morgan, Public Health SKC

Introductions
Meeting Goals & Agenda Review

1:10 p.m.

2. Medicaid Transformation Project Update

Ingrid McDonald, Public Health SKC

1:20 p.m.

3. MTP Planning: Opioid Briefing
 Opiate Addiction Task Force

Brad Finegood, Asst Division Director, DCHS
Dr. Jeff Duchin, Medical Director, SKCPH

1:50 p.m.

4. King County ACH Governance Update
 Governing Board Selection Process

Christina Hulet, Governance Consultant

2:10 p.m.

BREAK

2:20 p.m.

5. Interested Parties Comment Period

2:30 p.m.

6. MTP Planning: Care Coordination Briefing
 Pathways Community HUB Model

Dr. Sarah Redding, Director, Pathways
Community HUB Institute

3:30 p.m.

7. Physical-Behavioral Health Integration Briefing
 Integration Design Committee recommendations

Susan McLaughlin, DCHS
Elizabeth Arjun, DCHS

3:50 p.m.

8. ACH Developments
 Sharing of ACH Activities from Around the State
 Staff Report

Gena Morgan, Public Health SKC

4:00 p.m.

Meeting Adjourn



Updated Project Toolkit, Timeline, and Early
Project Planning

Next Meeting: Tuesday, March 7, 2017, 1:00 – 4:00 pm (King County Elections, 919 SW Grady Way,
Renton, WA 98057). Refreshments and networking at 12:30 p.m.
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King County Accountable Community of Health
December 2016 Staff Report

Date:

January 18, 2016

To:

Members of the King County ACH Interim Leadership Council (ILC)

From:

Gena Morgan, Public Health-Seattle & King County

1. Medicaid Transformation Waiver Update
The State of Washington received a signed agreement from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) last week, providing up to $1.1 billion in incentives to launch a five-year
demonstration, effective January 1, 2017, as well as $375 million to support services for Medicaid
and other clients. Find details and resources on the Medicaid Transformation web page.
On January 3, 2017, the draft Transformation Project Toolkit for initiative 1 of the Medicaid
Transformation Project demonstration was announced. This version of the Toolkit (which follows
the pre-draft Toolkit launched in November) will be open for public comment until 5 p.m. on
February 2, 2017. Please send your comments to the Health Care Authority via e-mail at
medicaidtransformation@hca.wa.gov.

2. King County ACH Governing Board
Nominations are open! The call for King County ACH Governing Body nominations is posted on the
King County ACH website. This Governing Board will replace the current Interim Leadership Council
and oversee the regional implementation of the Medicaid Transformation Project demonstration.
The Governing Board will also be the chief oversight body for all operations of the ACH, including the
development of a regional health needs inventory, the selection and monitoring of Medicaid Waiver
Transformation projects, and cross-sector work to accelerate value-based purchasing. For more
information about the ACH and to apply, please visit http://kingcounty.gov/ach.
Applications, including 2 letters of support, are due no later than Friday, February 10. Current
Interim Leadership Council members who would like to be considered for the ACH Governing Board
must also apply. We will discuss the nomination and selection process at this month’s Interim
Leadership Council (ILC) meeting.

2. ACH Evaluation Survey
In October 2016, the Center for Community Health and Evaluation (CCHE), the statewide SIM grant
evaluators, conducted its annual ACH evaluation survey. Many ILC and committee members
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participated. The results of the survey are now available and are included in this meeting packet. We
have invited CCHE to the March 2017 ILC meeting to review the results of the King County ACH
survey. The statewide ACH evaluation report will be available later this month.

3. Regional Health Improvement Project: Housing-Health Partnership
The Housing and Health Partnership project, an official project of the King County ACH, is focused
on addressing significant health disparities faced by many Medicaid recipients in Seattle and King
County through community health worker interventions related to chronic disease prevention and
management. The team at Mercy Housing Northwest worked with ACH project partners to develop
common metrics to evaluate the project, initiated a process to execute MOUs with senior leaders at
all partner organizations, and are pursuing funding opportunities for project continuation. The SIM
project implementation team, which includes all project partners, has established a regular monthly
rhythm of meetings and met on January 17.

4. Committees and Workgroups
Governance
The ACH Leadership Strategy team (the combined Governance Subcommittee and ACH Steering
Committee) met on January 12, 2017 to discuss the ACH Governing Board selection process and
timeline. Consultant Christina Hulet facilitated the meeting. The purpose of the combined
committee is to develop recommendations for the ILC on the ACH’s governance process and
organizational structure, and options for how the ACH might organize its core work. At this month’s
ILC meeting, we’ll discuss a recommendation for the Governing Board selection process.
Community/Consumer Voice Workgroup
The Community/Consumer Voice (CCV) Workgroup convened in December to discuss how to
broaden its reach and representation to support community engagement for upcoming Medicaid
demonstration projects and the broader ACH. A report-out was given at the Healthy King County
Coalition that provided an overview of the Project Toolkit status and Governing Board nomination
process.
The CCV continues to engage community leaders, organizations, and coalitions who are closely
connected to populations affected by the Medicaid waiver. In addition, this work is being assessed
for coordination opportunities with other overlapping community engagement efforts such as the
upcoming King County Community Health Needs Assessment, Best Starts for Kids, and Communities
of Opportunity. The CCV will meet next on January 30, 2017 and will put forward candidates to
recommend to the Steering Committee for the community/consumer seats of the ACH’s new
Governing Board.
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Going forward, CCV meetings will be held every fourth Monday of the month. More information
about this workgroup can be found here. If you are interested in getting involved, please contact
Candace Jackson at candace.jackson@kingcounty.gov.
Performance Measurement Workgroup
The Performance Measurement Work Group (PMW) met on December 7 to learn about the
experiences of Seattle-King County Public Health and the Department of Community and Human
Services in working with Medicaid eligibility and claims data from the Washington State Health Care
Authority. The two agencies hope to use this critical data asset for a multitude of cross sector
transformation initiatives, but much work remains in creating a standardized approach for quality
assurance and data linkage.
With the official signing of Washington’s Medicaid waiver and the release of a new Medicaid
Transformation Project toolkit, the PMW will continue to facilitate discussion around how state and
local health and human services data will be used for project planning, implementation,
performance monitoring and evaluation. The January 23 meeting of the PMW will focus on
reviewing the requirements of the Regional Health Needs Inventory, a needs assessment that will be
used as the basis for selecting waiver projects by each of the nine ACHs.
The PMW has been meeting since June 2015 to support improved data sharing, linkages and
dissemination among King County government agencies and their partners. More information about
this workgroup can be found here. If you are interested in getting involved, please contact Eli Kern
at eli.kern@kingcounty.gov.
Physical-Behavioral Health Integration
The Physical and Behavioral Health Integration Design Committee (IDC) has been meeting since
November 2015 to develop a recommended model of integrated care for the King County region. Liz
Arjun and Susan McLaughlin (King County) brought initial recommendations to the ACH ILC at the
September 2016 meeting. The IDC held its final meeting on Friday, December 9, 2016 where they
approved the final recommendations about a model of integrated care for the region. We will
spend time discussing their recommendations at this month’s meeting.
Futures Planning Team
The Futures Planning team had an all-day retreat with staff from ReThink Health Ventures on
January 6, 2017. The team identified the need to map the connections between several initiatives
working on moving toward more prevention-oriented and less crisis driven health and human
services systems. The team is also interested in exploring how savings can be reinvested and how
resident voice can shape strategies.
The team is excited to be part of a national community of learning and appreciates the consultation
that will be available from ReThink Health Ventures. As 2017 brings internal and external pressures
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to bear on ACH work, the Futures Planning team will focus on longer term financial sustainability
options and will bring these back to the larger ACH governing body. A team of five will travel to
Chicago, IL from January 24 to 27 for the first ReThink Health Ventures in-person meeting with
representatives from the other five sites—Albuquerque, NM; Bend, OR; Rochester, NY; Sonoma, CA
and Trenton, NJ.

5. King County ACH Steering Committee
The King County ACH Steering Committee met on December 15. They debriefed the December ILC
meeting, discussed the nomination process and timeline for the ACH Governing Board, and planned
topics for the ACH Leadership Strategy and January ILC meetings.

6.

Contract and Budget Updates
As of December 31, 2016, Public Health had expended 58% of the $330,000 phase 2 grant from the
Health Care Authority. Expenses to date include $256,000 in salary costs (Morgan, Jackson, and
Bogan), $42,000 in consulting charges (Hulet Consulting and Inslee Best), and $3,000 in equity
network member stipends (Center for MultiCultural Health and Regional Equity Network). HCA has
awarded an additional $50,000 grant for the Housing-Health Partnership regional health
improvement project, which Public Health is subcontracting to Mercy Housing Northwest. Mercy
Housing Northwest has expended 83% of the $50,000 grant, which must be fully spent by January
31, 2017.

7. Upcoming Events
Medicaid Transformation Listening Tour
The Washington State Health Care Authority is conducting a series of statewide public meetings to
provide details of the state’s plan to test new and innovative approaches to providing Medicaid
health coverage in Washington state. The events are intended to be an opportunity for the public to
engage in questions and comments about the Medicaid Transformation Project demonstration, and
special terms and conditions.
The current schedule and known locations are as follows:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Monday, January 30, Village Green Community Center, 26159 Dulay Road NW, Kingston
Wednesday, February 1, South Puget Sound Community College, Lacey Campus, 4220 6th
Ave. SE, Lacey
Wednesday, February 8, Tacoma
Wednesday, February 22, Seattle
Saturday, February 25, Vancouver
Wednesday, March 1, Mt. Vernon
Saturday, March 11, Tri Cities
Sunday, March 12, Spokane
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o

Week of March 13, Wenatchee

Details of the meeting sites and times will be posted on the Healthier Washington website as soon
as it becomes available.
Health Innovation Leadership Network Quarterly Meeting
The Health Innovation Leadership Network will meet on January 30, from 9 a.m. to noon at Cambia
Grove in Seattle. The public can attend in person or join via webinar.

Transformation Projects
REQUIRED PROJECTS

• Physical/ behavioral health integration
• Opioid use as a public health crisis

REQUIRED CAPACITY BUILDING

• Regional Health Needs Inventory
• Value-based purchasing task force
• Workforce development task force
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OPTIONAL PROJECTS
(must choose one from each category)

Care Delivery Redesign
• Care Coordination
• Transitional Care
• Diversion Interventions
Prevention and Health Promotion
• Chronic Disease Prevention/Control
• Maternal and Child Health
• Oral Health Services

Medicaid Transformation Project Demonstration
Certification and Application Process for Accountable Communities of Health
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Timeline
Project Plan Development

Jan 2017
DY 1 Begins

March 2017
ACHs submit Phase 1 Application ($)

July 2017
ACHs submit Phase 2 Application ($)

State responsible for:
•
Funds flow/Incentive Payment Methodology (Protocol D)
•
Final Project Toolkit (Protocol C)
•
Project Plan Template
•
Procurement for DSRIP Support Team
•
Other Protocols defined by STCs

Sept 2017
ACHs submit Project Plans

Nov 2017
All Project Plans Approved ($)

State and DSRIP Support Team:
•
Develop “How To” Guides
•
Strategic support for ACHs to guide project plan
development
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Medicaid Transformation Project - Updated Tool Kit issued Jan 3, 2017
Summary of Key Changes from Previous Draft

1. Changes related to required vs. optional projects
• Each ACH will be required to engage in capacity building activities outlined in Domain 1
and to carry out a total of four projects
• Physical & Behavioral Health Integration and Opioids are still required projects, care
coordination no longer required
• ACH must choose one optional from Domain 2 (Care Coordination, Diversion or
Transitional Care)
• ACH must choose one optional from Domain 3 (Chronic Disease, Maternal and Child
Health, Oral Health)
2. Scaled back Regional Health Needs Inventory
• New information on role of HCA in packaging and providing information to ACHs to
populate regional RHNI / ACH role limited to filling gaps
• Softened requirement that ACHs evaluate extent to which services and systems are
capable of meeting needs
3. More detail on performance measures
• Clearer definition of system-wide vs. project-level measures
• Clarify that list of measures is illustrative only, projects can apply alternative measures
• New appendix with more information about potential measures, including description,
source (common measure set, HB 1519), measure steward and which projects they
would be associated with
4. More detail re: role of ACH in Value Based Purchasing
• Spells out that, “At no point will ACHs be expected, or permitted to engage in contract
negotiations between MCOS and providers around VBP.”
• Optional rather than required to develop VBP task force at regional level, still need to
develop a regional VBP transition plan
• Calls out regional VBP roles: inform providers of various readiness tools and resources,
connect providers to training and technical assistance, support statewide task force in
survey.
5. More detail re: role of ACH in Workforce
• Optional rather than required to develop regional workforce task force, focus of work is
through statewide task force.
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•

Spells out regional planning activities including: implementing Workforce Action Plan training, deployment, development of recruitment and retention incentives.

6. Health Information Systems and Technology
• More detail on role of HCA in leading this work
• Specification that ACH role will be convening / information sharing.
• Still requires ACH to create “Population Health management transformation plans”
7. Minor changes to project descriptions
• More clarity that Pathways is the recommended option but other like models are
acceptable
• More language related to addressing health inequities
• More specificity on recommended project partners
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Brad Finegood
Dr. Jeff Duchin
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Equity and Social Justice Charge
The Task Force will apply an Equity and Social Justice (ESJ) lens to all
of its work. We acknowledge that the “War on Drugs” has
disproportionately adversely impacted some communities of color, and
it is important that supportive interventions now not inadvertently
replicate that pattern. Interventions to address the King County heroin
and opiate problem will or could affect the health and safety of diverse
communities, directly and indirectly (through re-allocation of
resources). Measures recommended by the Task Force to enhance
the health and well-being of heroin and opiate users or to prevent
heroin and opiate addiction must be intentionally planned to ensure that
they serve marginalized individuals and communities. At the same
time, the response to heroin and opiate use must not exacerbate
inequities in the care and response provided among users of various
drugs.
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HEROIN AND PRESCRIPTION OPIATE ADDICTION TASK FORCE MEMBERS
Task Force Member

Agency/Entity

Voting Member

Brad Finegood

King County Department of Community and Human Services

No

Jeff Duchin

Public Health - Seattle & King County

No

Caleb Banta-Green

University of Washington Alcohol and Drug Abuse Institute

Yes

Kate Joncas

City of Seattle Mayor’s Office

No

Scott Lindsay

City of Seattle Mayor’s Office

No

Jim Pugel

King County Sheriff’s Office

Yes

Robert Merner

Seattle Police Department

No

Frank Chafee

Public Health - Seattle & King County

No

Karen Hartfield

Public Health - Seattle & King County

No

Reba Gonzales

Seattle Fire Department

No

Tom Rea

King County EMS

No

Catherine Lester

Seattle Human Services Department

No

Jeff Sakuma

Seattle Human Services Department

No

Darcy Jaffe

Harborview Medical Center

Yes

Mark Larson

King County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office

Yes

Mark Cooke

American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)

Yes

Steve Stocker

Auburn Police Department

Yes

Kevin Milosevich

Renton Police Department

Yes

Tim Bondurant

Veteran’s Administration

Yes

Jim Walsh

Swedish Hospital, Pregnant and Parenting Women Program

Yes

Charissa Fotinos

Washington State Department of Social and Health Services,
Behavioral Health Administration and Health Care Authority

Yes

Lisa Daugaard

Public Defender Association

Yes

Patricia Sully

Public Defender Association

Yes

Annette Hayes

U.S. Attorney for the Western District of Washington

No

Penny Legate

The Marah Project

Yes

Thea Oliphant-Wells

King County Needle Exchange

No

Mark Putnam

All Home

No
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Task Force Member

Agency/Entity

Voting Member

Dan Cable

Muckleshoot Tribe

Yes

Molly Carney

Evergreen Treatment Services

Yes

Norm Johnson

Therapeutic Health Services

Yes

Michael Ninburg

Hepatitis Education Project

Yes

Andy Adolfson

City of Bellevue Fire Department

Yes

Pegi McEvoy

Seattle Public Schools

Yes

Shilo Murphy

People’s Harm Reduction Alliance (PHRA)

Yes

David Dickinson

U.S. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration, Regional Office

Yes

Roger Dowdy

Neighborcare

Yes

Annie Hetzel

Puget Sound Educational Service District

Yes

Mary Taylor

King County Drug Court

Yes

Daniel Malone

Downtown Emergency Service Center

Yes

Ryan Oftebro

Kelley-Ross Pharmacy

Yes

Suzan Mazor

Seattle Children’s

Yes

Milena Stott

Valley Cities Behavioral Health

Yes

Natalie Green

Department of Social and Health Services Children's Admin.

Yes
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KC ACH Governing Board Selection
Steering Committee’s Charge
STEERING COMMITTEE CHARGE

The Interim Leadership Council’s (ILC) existing Steering Committee is charged with recruiting,
screening and proposing the initial slate of members to King County’s ACH Governing Board for
the ILC’s final approval.

MEMBERSHIP
The Steering Committee was appointed by the ILC and includes:
• Tizzy Bennett, Seattle Children’s Hospital (shared seat)
• Elise Chayet, Harborview Medical Center (shared seat)
• Shelley Cooper-Ashford, Center for Multicultural Health
• Steve Daschle, SW Youth and Family Services
• Amina Suchoski, United Healthcare (managed care organization, rotating seat)
• Betsy Jones, King County Executive’s Office
• Betsy Lieberman, Betsy Lieberman Consulting

ROLE OF STEERING COMMITTEE

With assistance from the ILC’s consulting and staff team:
• Oversea the selection and appointment process for the new Governing Board
• Support the consulting team by serving as advisors, proactively reaching out to and
helping recruit a strong and diverse set of applicants (i.e., recruiting specific sector seats)
• Evaluate applicants and make recommendations to the ILC based on their experience, skills
and capacity to meet ACH board responsibilities

RESPONSIBILITIES OF STEERING COMMITTEE MEMBERS
•
•

Prepare for and attend, in person or via phone, two meetings the weeks of February 13 and
20 (subject to change)
Maintain confidentiality with regard to candidates and applications for member seats

REVIEW PROCESS

The team agreed that, short of incomplete applications or applications that do not fit a designated
seat, the Steering Committee will review the application of anyone who meets the qualifications
(i.e., there is no pre-sort by staff). Steering Committee members will also have access to all
application materials (e.g., letters of support).

1
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CRITERIA FOR SELECTING GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
o
o
o
o
o

o

Ability to effectively steward and represent the vision/mission of the King County ACH
Clear understanding of the role of the ACH and the specific responsibilities of the board
(e.g., governing verses management)
Demonstrated experience working in diverse settings/communities and addressing health
inequities
Experience in collaborative processes and cross-sector work
Commitment and leadership skills to proactively bring the experience, expertise and
perspective of their sector; not represent their personal views or their organization’s
interests alone
Time/capacity to be an active member of the board (e.g., be prepared for and attend board
meetings)

DECISION MAKING PROCESS

The Steering Committee will recommend Governing Board members to the ILC by voting on each
member individually (verses a slate of seats) based on the criteria above. While the Committee
aims for consensus, a majority of those able to vote is needed to approve each recommendation. A
quorum is not required and members must be present, either in person or via phone, in order to
vote; absentee members can provide input for consideration only. If a member of the Steering
Committee is nominated, s/he will recuse themselves from both the conversation about their
candidacy, that particular seat, and the vote itself.

2
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KC ACH Governing Board Selection
Timeline / Process - 2017
Friday, January 6, 2017

Post announcement on King County’s website and send via
email to HHS Transition email listserve

Thursday, January 12

ACH Strategy Leadership team provides input on selection
criteria and timeline

Month of January

Consulting team and “sector advisors” (i.e., existing
ILC/Steering Committee members) proactively recruit
applicants*

Monday, January 23

Update ILC on selection process

Friday, February 10

Target Date for Applications

Week of February 13

Thank you letter sent to all applicants with info. on process
Steering Committee reviews applications received and
recommendations from sector advisors/consulting team
Sector advisors/consulting team to follow-up with applicants
on any outstanding questions, gaps or concerns raised by the
Steering Committee

Week of February 20

Steering Committee decides on applicants to recommend to
ILC; contact selected people to confirm interest/availability

Tuesday, February 28

Decision memo to ILC

Tuesday, March 7

ILC votes on governing board members in closed, executive
session (proceed with partial slate if needed)

Month of March

Steering Committee/ILC members orient new members

Tuesday, April 18

First ACH Governing Board meeting: celebrate/honor ILC
members, welcome new board members; ILC sunsets

* The recruitment process will vary by sector seat:
• For certain sector seats, the Steering Committee will seek the advice of entities, such as a coalition or association, to
caucus and recommend their own representative(s) – e.g., WA State Hospital Association, Managed Care
Organizations, King County government
• The tribes will appoint their own representatives
~ Note: This schedule has a very tight timeframe; subject to change if needed ~

3
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KC ACH Governing Board Selection
ILC-Approved Composition

INITIAL GOVERNING BOARD COMPOSITION (APPROVED BY ILC IN DECEMBER 2016)
PROVIDERS / PAYERS

Primary care provider (1)
Federally Qualified Health Center (1)
Hospital, health systems (3)
Behavioral health providers, including at least one substance abuse provider (3)
Managed care organization (1)
Local public health (1)

GOVERNMENT

King County (1)
City of Seattle (1)
Suburban area (1)

COMMUNITY/CONSUMER

Community based equity networks, coalitions and/or consumer advocate organizations including
grassroots consumers affiliated with any of the preceding entities (3)

TRIBES

Federally recognized tribes in King County (2)
Urban Indian Health Board (1)

COMMUNITY BASED ORGANIZATION (SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH)
Housing (1)
Long-term care services/supports (1)
Non-profit social service organizations (2)
Philanthropy (1)
At-large member (1)

4
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KC ACH Governing Board Selection
Member Responsibilities and Expectations
Below is an initial guide detailing the expectations and roles of individual members serving on the
ACH’s Governing Board.

MEMBER ROLES / RESPONSIBILITIES

ACH governing body members have general responsibilities that are standard to nonprofit/private boards, including:
• Stewarding the ACH’s overall mission and strategic plan
• Selecting, providing direction to, and evaluating the ACH’s executive director
• Setting and abiding by the organization’s policies and procedures (e.g., conflict of interest)
• Monitoring the ACH’s performance
• Ensuring adequate financial resources and oversight
• Recruiting and onboarding new governing body members
• Ensuring legal and ethical integrity
• Representing and communicating the work of the ACH to the broader public
Examples of specific duties consistent with these general responsibilities:
• Approving the Regional Health Improvement Plan
• Selecting SIM, Medicaid waiver and other priority projects (for waiver projects, might be a
recommendation to the state)
• Having financial decision-making authority and responsibility for the implementation of
waiver and other projects
• Advising state agencies as needed
• Communicating to the public, interested parties and state officials on the ACH’s progress
• Providing oversight and support to ACH committees (e.g., finance, data, community
engagement, project committees), and authorizing ad hoc committees and work groups as
needed
• Ensuring authentic community engagement

MEMBER COMMITMENTS
Members bring the experience, expertise and perspective of their sector; they do not represent
their personal views or their organization’s interests alone:
• All members are expected to proactively solicit the input and perspectives of other
organizations within their sector
• All members will provide regular updates/feedback loops regarding the ACH’s work to
interested organizations in their sector
• All members will serve as spokespersons for the ACH (e.g., attend several community
forums per year)

5
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•

Members will disclose any substantive differences of opinion or disagreements within their
sector on decisions before the ACH governing body

Members model the values of the ACH and interact with one another with a spirit of
collaboration, aligned action and deep respect:
• This includes modeling the “Guidelines for Multicultural Interactions” in the ILC Charter
Members are active participants in the ACH:
• The work of the ACH will require a significant level of engagement and time commitment;
members are expected to attend ACH governing body meetings and sub-committee
meetings as needed (up to 2-4 per month initially) and stay current on ACH activities
• A member must be present to vote; if a member is unable to attend a governing body
meeting s/he will send a delegate who is granted full decision making authority
• A member no longer able to actively participate in the governing body will notify the board
and/or executive director and, if appropriate, suggest a replacement
• Members take responsibility for and follow through on agreed upon assignments
Members abide by the governing body’s policies and procedures:
• In particular, the conflict of interest policy (to be developed)

6
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PREGNANT
CLIENT
Pathways
Community
HUB Model
Click to edit Master text styles
•Second level
• Third level
• Fourth level
• Fifth level

1

Reducing Risk for Communities
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Foundation of the HUB Model.
Step 1:
Find
Comprehensive Risk
Assessment

Step 2:
Treat
Assign
Pathways

Step 3:
Measure
Track/Measure Results
(Connections to Care)

“Typical” Family at Risk
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Marcus

Marisol (mom)
•
•
•
•

Pregnant
Lost job
Can’t pay rent
Unreliable
transportation

• Needs new medical
home
• 2 ED visits this
month
• No asthma action
plan
• Struggling at
school

Mrs. Garcia (GM)
• One bedroom
apartment
• Type 2
Diabetes
• 1 ½ ppd
Smoker

Current Community Care Coordination
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HHS

MEDICAID
MANAGED
CARE

Marisol

CHILDRENS HOSPITAL

Marcus

CHILD
PROTECTIVE
SERVICES

Mrs. Garcia

Multiple care coordinators involved –
limited communication

HEALTH
PLAN
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Care
Coordination =
health care
based

Direct
Services =
Intervention

Community
Care
Coordination =
home based

Community Care Coordination – care coordination
provided in the community; confirms connection
to health and social services.
A Community Care Coordinator:
•
•
•
•

Finds and engages at-risk individuals
Completes comprehensive risk assessments
Confirms connection to care
Tracks and measures results

Regional Organization and
Tracking ofCLIENT
Care Coordination
PREGNANT
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COMMUNITY
HUB

Click to edit Master text styles
•Second level
• Third level

CARE
COORDINATION
AGENCIES

• Fourth level
• Fifth level
Agency A

CARE COORDINATOR

Agency B

•
•
•
•

CLIENT

Agency C

Agency D

Demographic Intake
Initial Checklist -- assign Pathways
Regular home visits – Checklists and Pathways
completed
Discharge when Pathways completed (no issues)
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Find: Comprehensive Risk Assessment
Standard Data
Collection:
• Release of
Information (ROI)
• Client Intake
• Initial Checklist
(enrollment)
• Ongoing Checklist
at each face-toface visit

Treat: Risk = Pathways (PW)
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20 Standard
Pathways:
• One risk factor at a
time
• Outcome achieved
= finished PW &
Payment!
• Outcome not
achieved = finished
incomplete PW
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20 Core Pathways – National Certification
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adult Education
Employment
Health Insurance
Housing
Medical Home
Medical Referral
Medication Assessment
Medication
Management
• Smoking Cessation
• Social Service Referral

• Behavioral Referral
• Developmental
Screening
• Developmental Referral
• Education
• Family Planning
• Immunization
Screening
• Immunization Referral
• Lead Screening
• Pregnancy
• Postpartum
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Measure
Track and Measure Progress with Pathways
By Community Care Coordinator
Name

Medical
Home

Pregnancy

Social Service

CHW A

5

2

10

CHW B

1

3

4

CHW C

9

15

18

By Agency
Site

Medical
Home

Pregnancy

Social
Service

Agency A

50

25

22

Agency B

64

17

35

Agency C

40

32

19

•
•
•
•
•
•

Care Coordinator
Agency
HUB
Community
Region
Etc…

“Typical” Family at Risk
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Marcus
Marisol
• Pregnancy PW
• Housing PW
• Social Service
Referral PW –
Transportation
• Employment PW

• Medical Home PW
• Medication
Assessment PW
• Tool – Asthma
Action Plan
• Social Service
Referral PW –
Education support

Mrs. Garcia
• Medical Referral
PW
• Education PW
• Employment PW
• Education PW Diabetes
• Smoking
Cessation PW
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HHS
Housing
AAA

Medicare/
Medicaid
Managed Care

State Agencies
County Departments

Clinics
FQHCs
Hospitals
Physicians

Private Health Plans
Foundations

HUB

One Care Coordinator for the Entire Family
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Published Study on Results
Percent Low Birth Weight

18
16

13.0

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Pathway intervention
over 4 years

6.1

Cost Savings:
$3.36 for 1st year of
life; $5.59 long-term
for every $1 spent
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LBW in Richland County
Low Birth Weight Rates in Ohio and
Richland County: 2005-2008
Percent of LBW Births

10
9.5
9
8.5

Richland
Ohio

8
7.5
7
2005

2006

2007

2008
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2013-2015 Low Birth Weight Rates

All Pathways Clients vs. Clients Enrolled at Least 90 Days
14
12.9%

12.8%
12
10

9.3%

8.6%

8
6
4
2
0
All Races
All Enrolled Clients

African American Births
Clients Enrolled at least 90 days

2014 African
American LBW
Lucas Cty. 14.7%
Ohio 13.6%
US 13.2%
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Community
HUB

Care
coordination
agencies

Client

Community Care
Coordinator

Regional organization
and tracking of care
coordination
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Distinctions between Pathways & HUB

Pathways

Community HUB

− Patient-centered, care
coordination tool
− Identifies and “translates” patient
risks
− Measured outcomes
− Payments for measured Pathway
outcomes

− Tracks Pathways (outcomes)
across agencies
− Eliminates duplication
− Streamlines referrals
− Provide infrastructure for
community-based care
coordination
− Involve braided funding –
Pathways can be purchased by
different funders
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20 Core Pathways – National Certification
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adult Education
Employment
Health Insurance
Housing
Medical Home
Medical Referral
Medication Assessment
Medication
Management
• Smoking Cessation
• Social Service Referral

• Behavioral Referral
• Developmental
Screening
• Developmental Referral
• Education
• Family Planning
• Immunization
Screening
• Immunization Referral
• Lead Screening
• Pregnancy
• Postpartum

Standard Billing Codes

Checklists
Initial
Pregnancy
Checklist

Pregnancy
Checklist
Pathways
Behavioral
Health
Education
Family Planning
Family Planning
Housing
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Normal
Risk

High
Risk

Modifier

Completed one time at Member enrollment, 1st
trimester engagement

G9001

G9003

R1

Completed one time at Member enrollment, 2nd
trimester engagement
Completed one time at Member enrollment, 3rd
trimester engagement
Completed at each face-to-face encounter with
Member

G9001

G9003

R2

G9001

G9003

R3

G9005

G9010

R

G9002

G9009

RB

G9002
G9002

G9009
G9009

RE
G1

G9002
G9002

G9009
G9009

G2
RI

Kept three scheduled behavioral health
appointments
Educational module delivered.
LARC (long-acting, reversible) or permanent
method
All other family planning methods
Residing in affordable & suitable housing for 2
months.
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Key Points in Building a HUB
• The HUB must be a neutral entity in the community and
cannot employ its own care coordinators.
• There is only one Pathways Community HUB in a
community or region.
• The HUB must be based in the community or region it
serves.
• There must be a Community Advisory Board made up of
members reflecting the community or region the HUB
serves.
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Pathways Community HUB Model
 Removes “silos” and fragmentation

 Uses existing community resources
efficiently and effectively
 Focuses on common metrics to identify &
track risks (risk reduction)
 Holistic community care coordination one
care coordinator
 Pays for outcomes – sustainable
 Owned by the community

Endorsers of the Pathways Community
HUB Model

The CMS Innovation Center
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FULLY INTEGRATED MANAGED CARE IN KING COUNTY:
A RECOMMENDED PATH FORWARD

PROPOSED BY THE KING COUNTY INTEGRATION DESIGN COMMITTEE

JANUARY 2017
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Implementation of the Affordable Care Act has spurred a number of efforts in Washington to reform the
health care system in order to achieve the Triple Aim of improved health, better health care quality and
lowered costs. A key piece of these reform efforts is to deliver whole-person care that addresses all the
needs an individual may have that contribute to poor health outcomes. To help facilitate this,
Washington state leaders passed legislation, Senate Bill 6312 in 2014, which requires full integration of
physical and behavioral health care services for Medicaid beneficiaries by 2020, an essential tool for
achieving integration. King County has long played a significant role in meeting the health care needs of
the region’s residents- as an assurer, an advocate, a convener and a funder, when necessary.
Additionally, King County has served as the regional entity to administer first Medicaid funded mental
health services as the Regional Support Network (RSN) and then administering both mental health and
substance use disorder treatment services through an integrated managed care contract as the
Behavioral Health Organization (BHO) for the King County region. Due to historical state shortfalls in
funding the behavioral health continuum, King County has increasingly contributed local funding to
support behavioral health services for residents, including Medicaid beneficiaries and others in need of
services in the region. In order to ensure that the state’s goal of whole-person care takes into account
the local assets in the region as the state moves forward in this important effort, King County convened
an Integration Design Committee (IDC) to make recommendations about the path to full integration for
King County. To effectively facilitate and ground the work, the IDC developed a vision of integrated care,
a definition of integrated care, and adopted principles to guide decision-making. Subsequently, the IDC
heard from experts in the region about best practices for delivering integrated care. After these
foundational activities, the IDC proposes the following recommendations:
1) Implement core components of a clinically integrated system of care that addresses wholeperson needs
2) Establish a local shared governance structure that aligns and leverages the array of financing
and policy levers, including Medicaid, King County resources and other resources necessary to
support a clinically integrated system of care.
Immediate next steps for achieving full integration in King County include presenting these
recommendations to a number of key parties including the Interim Leadership Council of the King
County Accountable Community of Health, the King County Executive, the King County Council and state
leaders.
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KING COUNTY IDC RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDATION 1
CORE COMPONENTS OF AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM OF CARE THAT ADDRESSES WHOLE PERSON
NEEDS
Core System Categories

Core Service Components

Access and Equity:
Service components including
health services and social
determinants (such as housing,
transportation, etc.) ensure the
needs of the population are met

Individuals have access to timely routine and urgent-care
outpatient services for primary care, behavioral health, specialty
care and other care providers to provide necessary services to
maximize prevention, remission and recovery.
Strategies are developed that prioritize outreach, engagement,
and maintenance in care of difficult-to-reach individuals including
the opportunity for same day care when appropriate.
Individuals have access to mobile medical services, triage services,
diversion, and respite care to provide safe, effective, and
evidence-based alternatives to emergency rooms, inpatient care,
incarceration or no care at all.
Primary care and other providers have timely access to specialty
consultation for the purpose of care planning.
Care and services address the needs of the individual’s*
family/caregivers/support system as well as the individual.
Care and services that address the needs of individuals
experiencing stigma associated with Serious Mental Illness and
Substance Use Disorders are available.
Screenings and services are culturally and linguistically competent.
Peer services and supports are offered.
Consumer education is available to maximize health literacy and
engagement.
First Responders are trained in behavioral health interventions to
reduce stigma, and promote referral and engagement into health
and social services rather than into emergency rooms and jails.
Consent for sharing information is obtained including across the
crisis system.
Standardized, evidence-based screening and outcomes
measurement tools are used and information is accepted and used
across systems and providers.
Care planning is individualized, uses shared-decision making
where individuals are involved in goal setting to develop a single
care plan that is used across systems and providers.
Information is easily shared between providers including crisis
providers and other non-traditional providers (social services and
housing).

Whole Person Needs Across the
Continuum from Prevention to
Recovery:
Service components including
health services and social
determinants (such as housing,
transportation, etc.) promote
delivering integrated care at the
individual level
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Care Coordination is available, financially supported and
incentivized.

Efficient Use of Resources to
Achieve Optimal Outcomes:
Components ensure the most
effective use of dollars

Team-Based Care is available, financially supported and
incentivized.
Consumers have access to resource centers, educational groups,
crisis lines, and chat rooms
Work, education, and meaningful activities are promoted and
supported as part of an individual’s overall wellness.
Care is delivered in the “right place, right time, right intensity” to
effectively and efficiently achieve outcomes; Adjustments are
made when outcomes are not achieved as expected.
Problem-focused, brief interventions are included in the
continuum of services and are utilized when appropriate in
response to initial assessments, and triaging of issues.
Collaboration and coordination across systems and providers is
incentivized to encourage communication, promote effective
delivery of services and reduce duplication.
Referral mechanisms are standardized between separate service
providers to improve the efficiency and coordination of care.

Providers are incentivized for achieving optimal outcomes and
recovery for individuals.
Value-based purchasing is used as a mechanism to improve
outcomes and quality.
System Infrastructure:
Providers have access to a clinical registry to track outcomes, to
Foundational elements support
facilitate care adjustments, to perform quality improvement, and
an integrated health care system to facilitate value-based reimbursement.
Movement toward uniform use of electronic health records is
supported and/or health information exchange mechanisms are
used.
Care and service providers are educated and trained in how to
share information and have reliable processes to regularly share
information for the purposes of integrating and coordinating care.
Development and use of a single shared care plan among
providers.
System-wide trainings are deployed across providers to
standardize and improve patient care outcomes and experience
across the continuum of care.
Next Steps: Common indicators and measures will be identified to track progress and make course
corrections along the way to achieving these results. Selected indicators and measures must reflect
what happens at the individual, system and population level and must be culturally relevant.
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RECOMMENDATION 2
ESTABLISH A LOCAL SHARED GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE THAT ALIGNS AND LEVERAGES THE ARRAY OF
FINANCING AND POLICY LEVERS, INCLUDING MEDICAID, KING COUNTY RESOURCES AND OTHER
RESOURCES NECESSARY TO SUPPORT A CLINICALLY INTEGRATED SYSTEM OF CARE.
1.

Adopt the Principles of Full Integration: The IDC recommends that the shared decision-making
table formally adopt the “Principles for Full Integration” developed by the IDC. These principles
will serve as the foundation for how the group works together and evaluates system
transformation.

2.

Clarify Roles and Responsibilities: While many of the details about how this table will be
established and who will participate are not within the scope of the IDC’s work, the IDC does
recommend some parameters for what the roles and responsibilities of the shared decisionmaking table should be. These include:
•

•

•
•

•

3.

Provide collective ownership of the integration model (clinical and financial) that places
individuals at the center of focus and ensures implementation of best practices across
the system;
Develop a set of agreed-upon outcomes and associated metrics, milestones, and
performance indicators on the path to full integration that will be used to inform changes
to the current funding model including the move towards value-based contracting
Align contracting and standardize processes, where appropriate, across providers
(primary care and behavioral health);
Develop and/or implement shared data systems and evaluation across MCOs, BHO, and
the County to foster system transparency and oversight to ensure that outcomes are
achieved;
Develop investment priorities that support the system and make mutual investments
toward shared priorities including shared savings arrangements where appropriate.

Explore optimal role(s) for King County in the Delivery System: King County’s role in the delivery
system will be influenced by a number of factors including recommendations from the
community, the establishment and eventual influence of the shared decision-making structure,
the County Executive and Council and Washington state leaders. As the shared decision-making
table works collectively to transform to a more integrated system of care, members will
examine the optimal role of the County within the delivery system and discuss what contractual
relationships should look like in the future.
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King County
ACH Member Survey: 2016 Results
Summary of Key Findings

2

Year-by-year Comparison, Satisfaction &
Respondent Characteristics

7

Appendix

13

Center for Community Health and Evaluation
www.cche.org
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Summary of key findings

CENTER FOR COMMUNITY HEALTH AND EVALUATION
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Key Findings Overview
Survey respondents rated ACH on 23 items in five domains
ACH strengths and opportunities:
• Highest rated domain: backbone
• Lowest rated domains: mission and community engagement

King County ACH 2016 domain ratings were higher than or similar to statewide
average scores
Rating scale: 1 = Needs improvement; 2 = Adequate; 3 = Good; 4 = Outstanding; N/A = Don’t know
1.0
All domains

2.0

3.0
2.7
2.5

Backbone organization

2.8

Governance and operations

2.8
2.6

Membership
Mission, goals, and objectives
Community engagement

4.0

3.1

2.6
2.5
2.4
2.5
2.4
2.2

CENTER FOR COMMUNITY HEALTH AND EVALUATION

King ACH Mean
All ACHs Mean
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Survey methods and response
As mentioned before, respondents rated 23 items in five domains of ACH coalition
functioning (see Appendix for rating of individual items within domains)
Rating scale: Outstanding=4
Don’t know = missing value

Good=3

Adequate=2

Needs improvement=1

Response rate = 65%*
• 33 out of 51 members of the ACH responded to all or part of the survey
• Higher than the statewide average of 51%
• Similar to last year’s response rate (68%)

*A survey response between 50% and 60% on an online coalition survey is reasonable for understanding the opinions
of active coalition members.
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Key Findings (continued)
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Respondents rated agreement with nine additional statements about the ACH’s
contribution to health improvement in the region:
• Highest rated: Participating in the ACH is a worthwhile use of my
organization’s time and resources.
• Lowest rated: My ACH has adopted an organizational structure (e.g.
unincorporated coalition, nonprofit/501(c)3, LLC) that allows us to reach
our regional goals.
Differences in responses by participants:
• Those who were decision-makers or participated in the ACH longer than
1 year had fewer “Don’t know” responses to survey questions. These
findings were statistically significant.
• There was a statistically significant difference in the ratings of decisionmakers versus non decision-makers for mission and backbone domains,
as well as for all domains combined. Decision-makers rated the ACH
higher than non-decision-makers.
CENTER FOR COMMUNITY HEALTH AND EVALUATION

Key Quotes
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Respondents commented on their hopes, concerns, and suggestions for
improvement. The full set of responses is included for review at the end of this
slide deck and provides a range of feedback for continuous improvement efforts.
Examples of key quotes included:
• Hopes: Finalize governance and decision making structure; building needed
infrastructure to manage ACH projects.
• Concerns: Effective management of the DSRIP waiver projects; too much
process and not enough change happening.
• Suggestions:
• Allow for public comment to occur at any point in the agenda. Have
bylaws that clearly define expectations of sectors and those around
the table.
• Increased communication around the role the ILC plays in supporting
the SIM project and progress on achieving our milestones.
CENTER FOR COMMUNITY HEALTH AND EVALUATION
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Year-by-year Comparison, Satisfaction
& Respondent Characteristics

CENTER FOR COMMUNITY HEALTH AND EVALUATION

King County ACH coalition function ratings by year
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• There were slight fluctuations in domain ratings from 2015 to 2016,
but no statistical significance between years.
4.0

3.2
3.0

3.0
2.8

3.1

2.8

2.7

2.6
2.3

2.4
2.3

2.7

2.4

2015 Mean
2016 Mean

2.0

1.0
Membership

Mission, goals, and
objectives

Governance and
operations

Backbone
organization

Community
engagement

All domains

Rating scale: 1 = Needs improvement; 2 = Adequate; 3 = Good; 4 = Outstanding; Don’t know = missing value
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Role: What is your role in the ACH? (mark all that apply)
Regional Health Improvement Plan Work Group

9%

Performance Measurement Work Group

24%

Physical-Behavioral Health Integration Workgroup

30%

Community-Consumer Voice Workgroup

12%

Governance Subcommittee

24%

Steering Committee

21%

Interim leadership council

56%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Role

50%

60%

Responses*

Interim leadership council

19

56%

Steering Committee

7

21%

Governance Subcommittee

8

24%

Community-Consumer Voice Workgroup

4

12%

Physical-Behavioral Health Integration Workgroup

10

30%

Performance Measurement Work Group

8

24%

Regional Health Improvement Plan Work Group

3

9%

*May be > 100% due to multiple roles.
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70%
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Participation: How long have you participated in ACH
activities? (including Community of Health grants, if applicable)
< 6 months

0%
15%
27%

6-12 months

21%

Your ACH
Statewide average

39%
36%

1-2 years

33%

> 2 years

27%
0%

10%

20%

Participation

30%

40%

Responses

50%

Statewide

<6 months

0

0%

15%

6-12 months

9

27%

21%

1-2 years

13

39%

36%

<2 years

11

33%

27%
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60%
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Engagement: How would you rate your engagement in
the ACH in the last year?
Very engaged
Engaged

27%
24%

Somewhat engaged
Not engaged

42%

29%

0%
0%

Your ACH
Statewide average

33%

34%

9%
10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Engagement

Responses

Very engaged

14

42%

29%

Engaged

11

33%

27%

Somewhat engaged

8

24%

34%

Not engaged

0

0%

9%
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Statewide

60%
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Satisfaction: Please indicate your overall satisfaction
with how your ACH is currently operating.
10.0%
15%

Very satisfied
Satisfied

61.0%

46%

Your ACH

26%
27%

Somewhat satisfied
3%

Not satisfied
0%

Statewide average

11%
10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Satisfaction rating

Responses

Very satisfied

3

10%

15%

Satisfied

19

61%

46%

Somewhat satisfied

8

26%

27%

Not satisfied

1

3%

11%

CENTER FOR COMMUNITY HEALTH AND EVALUATION

70%

Statewide
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Appendix

Membership ratings
Mission, goals & objectives ratings
Governance & operations ratings
Backbone organization ratings
Community engagement ratings
Additional questions ratings
Open-ended comments

CENTER FOR COMMUNITY HEALTH AND EVALUATION

15
16
17
18
19
20
22
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Interpretation notes for appendix
The following slides show the individual survey item ratings grouped together by the domains.
Within some domains, the ratings of individual items varied. To identify these items, text is
shown in green or red, depending on whether that item’s ratings are notably* above or below
the ratings of other items in that specific domain. This does not mean a survey item was rated
“good” or “bad”, just that its ratings show variation from the rest of the domain.
For other domains, ratings for all the items were similar, so they do not have color-coded text.
*To check for variability between survey items, the proportion of good/outstanding ratings for each item was
compared against the average good/outstanding rating for the whole domain.
•

Green = Indicators 10% above the average good/outstanding rating for the domain

•

Red = Indicators 10% below the average good/outstanding rating for the domain

CENTER FOR COMMUNITY HEALTH AND EVALUATION
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Membership
Please rate the extent to which your ACH currently has…

Active engagement from key
stakeholders from multiple
sectors
Clearly defined roles and
responsibilities for ACH
members
Trust among members
Members operating in the
shared interest of the ACH
versus their own
personal/organization interest

N

Needs
improvement

Adequate

Good

33

0%

6%

67%

27%

0%

32
30

16%
10%

38%
30%

41%
53%

6%
7%

3%
9%

30

27%

17%

50%

7%

9%
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Don't
Outstanding know
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Mission, Goals & Objectives
Please rate the extent to which your ACH currently has…

A shared vision and mission
Agreed on health priorities
based on identified regional
health needs
A realistic action plan for at
least one collective ACH project
Made progress on at least one
collective ACH project
ACH members that are
investing adequate resources
into the collective ACH
project(s)

Needs
N improvement
31
13%

Adequate
16%

Good
61%

Don't
Outstanding know
10%
3%

31

19%

23%

52%

7%

3%

30

20%

33%

30%

17%

6%

29

17%

17%

48%

17%

9%

26

46%

15%

35%

4%

19%
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Governance & Operations
Please rate the extent to which your ACH currently…
N
Involves all members in the decisionmaking process
Has an effective governance structure
to make decisions and plan activities
Communicates information clearly
among members to help achieve ACH
goals (via meetings, emails, calls, etc.)
Has leaders who bring the skills and
resources that our ACH most needs
Has leaders who promote and support
effective collaboration
Has ACH members that are investing
adequate resources into ACH
operational capacity
Is executing a sustainability strategy

Needs
improvement Adequate

Good
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Outstanding Don't know

25

0%

16%

48%

36%

17%

29

17%

24%

41%

17%

7%

30

0%

3%

43%

53%

3%

30

3%

7%

70%

20%

3%

29

0%

7%

69%

24%

7%

27
26

41%
46%

7%
15%

44%
35%

7%
4%

13%
16%
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Backbone Organization
Please rate the extent to which your ACH’s "backbone organization”
currently…
N

Needs
improvement

Adequate

Good

7%

10%

47%

37%

3%

3%

7%

36%

55%

0%

10%

17%

43%

30%

3%

Effectively provides support for
collaboration among ACH
member organizations
30
Provides the organization and
administrative support needed
to maintain ACH operations
and activities
31
Separates its own
organizational agenda from the
agenda of the collective ACH
30
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Don't
Outstanding know

Community Engagement
Please rate the extent to which your ACH currently…

Has support from key
community leaders for the
ACH’s mission and activities
Communicates effectively with
the broader community about
the ACH mission and activities
Engages the broader
community with opportunities
for public comment or
participation
Engages ethnically and racially
diverse communities in ACH
activities
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N

Needs
improvement

Adequate

Good

28

7%

25%

64%

4%

10%

27

26%

22%

48%

4%

13%

26

23%

27%

42%

8%

16%

27

26%

26%

44%

4%

13%
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Don't
Outstanding know
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Additional Questions
Please indicate how much you agree/disagree with each statement.
(1 of 2)
Needs
N improvement Adequate

Good

Outstanding

Don't
know

My ACH has increased collaboration across
organizations and sectors in our region.
28

0%

4%

89%

7%

10%

My ACH is helping reduce duplication of
efforts by forming linkages between
organizations in our region.

24

0%

38%

63%

0%

23%

My ACH is helping to align resources and
activities across organizations and sectors
in our region.

22

0%

27%

73%

0%

29%

My ACH is making a positive contribution
to health improvement in our region.

22

0%

9%

77%

14%

29%

My ACH is addressing the broader issues
that affect our region’s health needs.

25

0%

20%

60%

20%

19%
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Additional Questions
Please indicate how much you agree/disagree with each statement.
(2 of 2)
Don't
Outstanding know

N

Needs
improvement

Adequate

Good

My ACH is effectively promoting
health equity across the region.

26

0%

12%

69%

19%

16%

Participating in the ACH is a
worthwhile use of my organization’s
time and resources.

29

0%

0%

83%

17%

3%

My ACH used a transparent and
collaborative process to select a
health improvement project.

29

0%

14%

62%

24%

7%

My ACH has adopted an
organizational structure (e.g.
unincorporated coalition,
nonprofit/501(c)3, LLC) that allows us
to reach our regional goals.
21

14%

24%

62%

0%

32%
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What do you hope the ACH will accomplish in your region in the
next year? (1 of 3)
Key themes related to governance structure, operational capacity, and waiver preparedness.
• Implementation of the first project. Successful establishment of the independent legal
entity.
• Ensure use of regional health improvement plan to continue to reinforce what our
priorities are
• Further develop ACH vision, mission and goals. Elevate existing regional health needs
assessment and planning work within the region. There was great effort put into these
assessments early on in ACH efforts and it should continually be improved upon and
referenced to remind participants the direction of this work is based in the needs of the
region. Act as an accelerator for the region to create efficiencies between sectors as
organizations within sectors explore partnerships. Empower board members to engage
in and support achievement of expected deliverables and build awareness of fiduciary
duties. Be as transparent as possible especially regarding decision-making process and
decisions made. Demonstrate success on SIM project, especially in elevating the role of
the ACH in achieving that success. Consistent achievement of milestones and
demonstration of that achievement. Building trust across stakeholders and showing
evidence of trust and partnership increasing. Increased understanding and activation of
accountability at the ACH level across partners and ACH backbone.
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What do you hope the ACH will accomplish in your region in the
next year? (2 of 3)

• Increased community engagement and partnerships between community and health care
system professionals.
• Finalize governance and decision making structure; building needed infrastructure to
manage ACH projects
• Adopting an effective organizational structure that allows for flexibility and creation of an
ACH agenda.
• Clarity of role and engagement with the State on the goals of the 1115 waiver; this will
require more engagement of key players in the community; state, regional and local
government.
• Implementation of the RHIP and solidification of the governance structure.
• Develop a few community goals that are being measured and reported broadly.
• creating a formal legal entity and adoption of a clear governance process; selection of
Waiver projects
• Grassroots consumer inclusion
• Establish a governance structure, Invest in backbone staff necessary to meet goals in King
County, develop a sustainability plan.
• Finalize its internal structure/operational process and begin working on initiatives in/for
the community
• Help develop plans to integrate BH services to MCOs
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What do you hope the ACH will accomplish in your region in the
next year? (3 of 3)
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community members on the ACH. Transition to backbone model that has been proposed. Outreach
to communities at least twice. Structure to administer waiver dollars that include consumer voice
Demonstrable ROI on the Housing project and clarity on what the role of the ACH/members are in
ensuring its success.
Take courageous leadership action to recommend that King County create a department/division for
integrated health that combines the clinical or clinical health functions of Public Health and DCHS.
Having behavioral health in one division and physical health in another will not get King Co. to true
health integration.
Define a pathway for sustainability.
Formalize an organizational structure that can provide leadership and direction on a shared vision and
common outcomes across the region
Clear governance; clear process on 1115 waiver innovation fund allocation
Forming a permanent governance structure and establishing its role and responsibility vis-à-vis the
Medicaid waiver
Implementation and evaluation of regional health improvement project. Develop sustainability plan
and permanent governance structure.
Establish a permanent governance structure and implementation of the waiver.
Successfully support sharing and linking data required to support and evaluate select cross sector
health and human services initiatives in King County.
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Are there any challenges you are worried the ACH will encounter
in the next year? (1 of 3)
Key themes related to waiver administration and power dynamics
• Creating an organizational structure for the Waiver that doesn't duplicate current
structures in the region; engaging ACH members in decisions around physical and
behavioral health integration
• ACH would add a level of confusion to a complex environment; in regard to State goals,
State contracts with MCOs and providers and the broader mission originally anticipated
by the ACH.
• Being able to demonstrate added value
• Lack of capacity (primarily due to staffing)
• Effectively recognizing the need and importance of true grassroots consumer
engagement in the process of determining what needs to be transformed to reach true
health equity with diverse communities.
• Having the resources/$$ for the size and scale of King County to support the work of the
ACH. Adequate investment in the King County SIM through 2017.
• Implementation of waiver will be intense and complex
• County has their own agenda in terms of BH integration and sometimes not consistent
with broader views of ACH
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Are there any challenges you are worried the ACH will encounter
in the next year? (2 of 3)
• Creating an administrative structure that is duplicative of existing structures. Individual
organizations putting themselves first in an effort to get waiver dollars.
• Transition to an LLC w/Seattle Foundation and continued participation from a variety of
sectors in the ACH.
• The ACH doesn't know its role with the 1119 waiver or with integrated Medicaid
purchasing.
• Effective management of the DSRIP waiver projects; too much process and not enough
change happening
• 1115 waiver will cause conflict among partners
• Establishing membership for the governance structure going forward - who is at the table
and - being inclusive at the same time making sure work is able to be accomplished in a
streamlined manner
• Sustainability.
• Sustainable funding for backbone structure.
• Initial underfunding from state for the establishment of the ACH and no support for legal
advice regarding structure.
• How it will respond to and adapt in the waiver environment if the waiver is approved by
CMS.
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Are there any challenges you are worried the ACH will encounter
in the next year? (3 of 3)
• Staffing and project management capacity, especially with the Medicaid Transformation
waiver. Capacity and competency to manage complex health system transformation
elements especially around financing and data. ACHs and the projects they want to
undertake have the opportunity to create increased efficiency, effectiveness and
collaboration across a number of areas; however they also run the risk of creating added
layers of administration, duplicating existing programs and wasting resources. This will
continue to be a fine line to walk and will need to be constantly reviewed. Consistency in
transparency around key decision making. Navigation of conflict of interest policies,
especially with the Medicaid Transformation waiver and transformation projects. This applies
both across the organizations participating in the ACH as well as the ACH backbone.
Sometimes it is difficult to discern what agenda the ACH is pushing, the one of the backbone
organization or the one of the ACH as a whole. As ACH governance evolves the desire to
have ACHs fit into an already established governance model will be attractive and is already
taking place. The movement toward more traditional structures may limit the authenticity of
sector engagement. This is a different approach to governance and one that Washington
could lead the development of. Maintenance of non-traditional health care sector
participation in the ACH.
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Do you have suggestions about how to improve your ACH?
(1 of 3)
Key themes related to governance structure transparency and public engagement and
communications.
• I have struggled getting my head around exactly what the purpose of the ACH was
intended to be and, consequently, how I could best be of help to the group. The large
players - hospitals and health plans - are very sophisticated in their ability to speak
about policy initiatives. This may not be a familiar territory. Thus, helping the
community in general understand the purpose of the ACH is important.
• Be clear about decision making processes and use visuals to show decision-making
relationships and authority. Board members can be assets to the ACH in ensuring
success on contract deliverables. Some of this information is not often shared
consistently. I would recommend more transparency around these deliverables to
facilitate shared accountability and engagement of board members in the success of
the organization. Share materials consistently from HCA. If a document is being shared
with you from HCA it most likely is something that would be useful for the ACH
membership. Increased communication around the role the ILC plays in supporting the
SIM project and progress on achieving our milestones.
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Do you have suggestions about how to improve your ACH?
(2 of 3)
• Hire an executive director that works specifically for the ACH that can facilitate very
difficult conversations about how sectors will contribute and take responsibility for ACH
priorities and projects.
• Clarity from the state on the role of ACHs across the region; to focus on fewer projects
with local strategies and assess the structure against clear criteria and outcomes for
success.
• Would be great to have additional resources for ACH infrastructure
• Have grassroots consumers on the boards, develop a mentoring process to support
them, change the culture of the ACH to understand the importance of hearing the
consumer voice as part of the decision making process not just the recipients of
services decided by providers and professionals.
• State to proportionately fund the ACH's based on Medicaid population.
• Make a decision on the governance/structure and move on
• Don't believe the governance structure proposed (under the Seattle Foundation) is the
best approach
• Allow any general attendee to ask questions and provide input at meetings.
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Do you have suggestions about how to improve your ACH?
(3 of 3)
• Allow for public comment to occur at any point in the agenda. Have
bylaws that clearly define expectations of sectors and those around the
table.
• Have more health provider leaders at the table.
• Needs to strengthen community involvement and have more consumer
voice
• Not really. Overall, I feel the structure has allowed for engagement of
professionals, but so much is happening it's hard to prioritize the 2.5 hr
meeting. Using webinars or other remote technology (not phone only)
would be great.
• Resources from HCA or MCO's
• Finalize relations with tribes and consumer reps.
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Do you have suggestions about how to improve the statewide
ACH initiative? (1 of 3)

•

•
•

•

•
•

Key themes related to support and guidance HCA can provide
While not as stringent as the managed care contract approach, developing corrective action
plans around specific areas for improvement could be effective. As ACHs contracts are
revised and evolve it may be beneficial to have contract language be available for public
review, so there is a shared awareness of what ACHs are expected to accomplish.
Develop community engagement, protocols for outreach and collaboration.
More clarification on whether ACHs should contract with a backbone organization once
they are independent organizations. Having backbone staff running most ACH operations
could create a huge conflict of interest and make it challenging to separate the ACH agenda
from the agenda of that backbone.
The model needs to be evaluated in light of the State goals with CMS; as sustainability is an
issue. Form should follow function; and the role of the ACHs is still unclear as to how it
relates to the mission/goals of public health and achieving the goals of the 1115 waiver and
value based purchasing. It may or may not be the right mechanism; and we should
maintain an objective view of the best way to reach the desired outcomes.
Would like to not have siloed efforts for the SIM work and the Waiver work
Inclusions of grassroots consumer to voice their needs and concerns.
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Do you have suggestions about how to improve the statewide
ACH initiative? (2 of 3)

• Dedicate time and resource to facilitating peer learning and tools to share examples.
This is sorely lacking across the ACH initiative. Topical pods could be developed to
focus consulting resources and/or subject matter expertise. It may be useful to figure
out a monthly digest approach to highlight accomplishments/decisions made across
ACHs to facilitate shared learning and awareness of efforts across the state. The Health
Care Authority should not be afraid to be prescriptive from time to time on certain
issues that impact all ACHs. There is a lot of work to be done and to have all ACHs
developing different approaches to certain issues is not efficient. Certain topics could
include: Sector representation, Conflict of Interest policies. The success of the ACHs
will be based on the engagement of their boards. Supporting ACH board members in
their due diligence as board members on an ACH may be useful to increase awareness
and engagement. This could potentially be facilitated through different associations
getting more engaged and aware of ACHs, so they can activate the membership in
participation. It also could be supported by HCA requiring certain materials be
disseminated to board members. HCA should develop a different approach to contract
management and review with ACHs. ACH contract management that provides more
targeted feedback and customized technical assistance would be helpful at this very
important time of growth.
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Do you have suggestions about how to improve the statewide
ACH initiative? (3 of 3)

• HCA needs to step up and provide specific guidance, legal/technical assistance and
implementation support to ACHs. Enough with the generalities. ACHs are being asked to
serve as a foundation for the state's whole Medicaid waiver transformation project; they
ought to be resourced and supported as such.
• Continue to share best practices and create opp's for syncing up our efforts across ACH's.
• Not having meetings on the same day as other regions.
• Use lessons learned from the evolution of the RSN structure. The lack of standardization
among the RSNs resulted in inefficiencies and unnecessary administrative costs and
increased confusion for individuals served.
• Nope
• Match expectations to resources. Right now, the expectations and responsibilities of being
an ACH are significant, and in our county, it isn't clear that resources are adequate to
support the activities.
• More clarity on HCA expectations for ACH development and consistency statewide.
• Ask the state to provide more customized support to ACHs based on regional priorities,
capabilities and needs. For example some ACHs may be satisfied with data provided
through the Providence CORE dashboard, while others may want access to individual-level
data and data analysis tools.
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